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Abstract  37	
 38	
Marine fish stock collapses are a major concern for scientists and society due to the 39	
potentially severe impacts on ecosystem resilience, food security and livelihoods. Yet the 40	
general state of harvested fish populations has proven difficult to summarize, and the actual 41	
occurrence rate of stock collapses remains unclear. We have carried out a literature review 42	
and multi-stock analysis to show that numerous definitions exist for classifying stocks as 43	
collapsed, and that the classification of a stock’s status is sensitive to changes in the collapse 44	
definition’s formulation. We suggest that the lack of a unified definition has contributed to 45	
contrasting perceptions on the state of fish stocks. Therefore, we comprehensively define 46	
what constitutes a fish stock collapse and provide a time-series based method for collapse 47	
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detection. Unlike existing definitions, our definition is process-based, because it links 48	
together three important phases of collapse events: the abrupt decline, an ensuing period of 49	
prolonged depletion, and potential recovery. Furthermore, these phases are specified in 50	
terms of population turnover. Through systematic evaluation, our definition can accurately 51	
distinguish collapses from less severe depletions or natural fluctuations for stocks with 52	
diverse life histories, helping identify the stocks in greatest need of reparatory measures. 53	
Our study advocates the consistent use of definitions to limit both alarmist and conservative 54	
narratives on the state of fish stocks, and to promote cooperation between conservation and 55	
fisheries scientists. This will facilitate clear and accurate communication of science to both 56	
the public and to policy-makers to ensure healthy fish stocks in the future.  57	
 58	
BACKGROUND  59	
 60	
The effects of overfishing have expanded from a predominantly local to global scale in the 61	
past century. The present state of fisheries has proven difficult to summarize without 62	
generalizations affected by personal perceptions and data preferences (1,2). Consequently, 63	
scientific literature contains numerous diagnoses of global trends. During the past 15-20 64	
years, high profile articles have reported that fisheries have caused a general decline in fish 65	
stocks worldwide (3–10), but numerous replies contested these claims (11–14). In 66	
particular, the projection of a universal fish stock collapse by 2048 (15) heated the scientific 67	
debate, especially between conservation and fisheries scientists (discussed in 2, 16–18), and 68	
triggered considerable media attention to the reportedly disastrous state of the world’s fish 69	
stocks.  70	
 71	
In 2006, Hilborn raised the issue that high-impact journals publish papers on the decline 72	
and collapse of fisheries for their publicity value rather than scientific merit (19). This is a 73	
noteworthy concern, as words used to report scientific results may increasingly be chosen 74	
based on marketability rather than the content of the findings (i.e., may be driven by 75	
publication pressure) (20). Furthermore, it has been suggested that environmental 76	
challenges in general are neglected by the media and politics if they are not easily adapted 77	
to sensation-driven news (21). On the other hand, while the glass half-empty view on fish 78	
stock health may produce alarmist narratives, the glass half-full view can allow continued 79	
fishing pressure even when stocks are at persistently low levels. Such an overly optimistic 80	
view likely increased the severity of major stock crashes, such as the Canadian Northern 81	
cod (Gadus morhua) around 1990 (22) and the Norwegian spring spawning herring (Clupea 82	
harengus) in the late 1960s (23). Moreover, prolonged heavy fishing of already over-83	
exploited stocks is likely to delay rebuilding and substantially increase the uncertainty in 84	
recovery time (24).  85	
 86	
A precise and robust way to classify fish stock status is not only essential for scientific rigor 87	
and interdisciplinary cooperation, but also because 'state of the resource' classifications may 88	
trigger political responses with potentially far-reaching biological, social, and economic 89	
consequences. In this study, we focus on collapsed fish stocks as the most extreme 90	
classification of resource status. Collapses of targeted fish stocks are of specific interest to 91	
scientists and the general public due to the high associated risks for livelihoods, ecosystem 92	
resilience, food security and cultural meaning (4,15,25,26). At the present time of 93	
unprecedented anthropogenic impacts on the environment, the risks of ecological collapses 94	
are increasingly discussed (27,28,37–41,29–36), albeit not always thoroughly 95	
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conceptualized or defined (33). Collapses have been reported in marine fisheries in many 96	
parts of the world, both in relation to fish stocks and to social or social-ecological elements, 97	
such as profitability or a specific livelihood (10,42–48).  98	
 99	
To move towards a shared understanding of what constitutes a collapsed fish stock we 100	
suggest establishing a common definition of “collapse”. We first show that a large number 101	
of different definitions exist, and suggest that the lack of a single standard definition has 102	
led to confusion and conflicting views regarding the state of fish stocks. Ambiguity over 103	
how collapse thresholds are generated illustrates the lack of a common understanding of 104	
what constitutes a fish stock collapse. Together with different interpretations of catch and 105	
biomass data – especially between fisheries and conservation scientists (2,12) – this has led 106	
to contrasting collapse classifications and added noise and disagreement to scientific 107	
debate. To address this matter, we propose a new, quantitative definition to identify fish 108	
stock collapses using time series data. Importantly, we do not wish to just add one more 109	
method to the already extensive list, nor do we intend to provide means for detecting a 110	
collapse in advance, as we consider this to be another field of research (statistical early 111	
warning indicators of population collapse, e.g., 36, 49, 50). Instead, we want to provide a 112	
comprehensive quantitative collapse definition that can be applied to a large number of 113	
important fish stocks in a consistent manner to facilitate between-stock comparisons.  114	
 115	
METHODS  116	
 117	
We reviewed scientific literature from 1984 to 2015 in ecology, fisheries science, and 118	
economics. Comparable to snowball sampling, we started with the most well-established 119	
collapse articles and expanded the article selection to collapse papers cited by or citing these 120	
articles. The review was conducted with the purpose of finding the range of how a fish stock 121	
or fishery collapse is defined, not to collect all existing collapse definitions. Hence, when 122	
we had acquired approximately 20 definitions from 82 references, we considered the sample 123	
adequate and finished the review. We included social science articles in the review, but no 124	
explicit fish stock collapse definitions were found in that field.  125	
 126	
We extracted time-series data for 20 marine fish stocks from stock assessment databases 127	
(51,52), reports (53) and peer-reviewed articles (54,55). Taken as a whole, the selection of 128	
fish stocks represents a diverse array of population dynamic trends and life-histories 129	
(Supplementary Materials Table S2). Many of the selected stocks have been classified as 130	
collapsed, whilst others display trends that would intuitively suggest that a collapse has 131	
occurred, making for a suitable database to explore the consequences of various collapse 132	
definitions. For some stocks (e.g. eastern Baltic cod) the most recent time-series contained 133	
insufficient data, therefore older stock assessments were used to facilitate between-134	
definition comparisons. The set of stocks comprises 11 Atlantic cod stocks, chosen as this 135	
is an extensively studied species that in many ways is a keystone indicator of the health of 136	
North Atlantic ecosystems. We supplemented these stocks with nine further stocks to 137	
capture between-species life-history variation (generation times range from 1-25 years) and 138	
additional types of population trend.  139	
 140	
Generation time estimates for each stock were taken from the literature (Supplementary 141	
Materials Table S2). If suitable values were not found, the stock’s age-at-maturity or mean 142	
age were used as generation time (and thus population turnover) surrogates. For the West 143	
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Greenland cod stock, a suitable value was not found, therefore we used an arbitrary value 144	
of 5 years in accordance with previous studies that have evaluated IUCN’s extinction 145	
criteria on gadoids (56). 146	
 147	
Each definition was coded in the R programming language and applied to each of the stocks. 148	
Estimates of the spawning stock biomass and total biomass that can sustain maximum 149	
sustainable yield (SSBmsy and TBmsy respectively) were not readily available for many 150	
stocks. For SSBmsy, we assumed it was twice Bpa, a rule that was found to provide reasonable 151	
estimates by Froese et al. (57). For TBmsy and MSY, estimates were taken from a Bayesian 152	
state-space Schaefer model (58), providing that the time series of TB and catches were of 153	
comparable length. The minimum number of stocks that could be applied to any definition 154	
was 15 (mean = 18), whilst the minimum number of definitions that could be applied to any 155	
stock were 12/16, 3/6 and 7/8 for SSB, TB and catch data respectively. 156	
 157	
The output comprised all the relevant information characterizing each definition (set 158	
parameters and type of population measure), the information describing the collapse 159	
(reference biomass and threshold values, their pertaining years, and the magnitude and rate 160	
of declines), and a number of collapse metrics. These included the number of years in a 161	
collapsed, a potentially recovered or a non-collapsed state, the duration of the collapsed 162	
state, and the stock’s present status (i.e. at the end of the time-series). This gives a broad 163	
overview of how each definition captures both the immediacy of a collapse event (“abrupt 164	
decline”) and the impaired production of a collapsed state (“prolonged depletion”).  165	
 166	
RESULTS  167	
 168	
Twenty different time-series-based stock level definitions were found in the literature 169	
review (Supplementary Materials Table S1). Most definitions capture a state of depletion 170	
by setting a threshold below which the stock is classified as collapsed. We identify four 171	
weaknesses in the existing definitions: 1) the definitions often lack temporal context, which 172	
can lead to classifying stocks that naturally fluctuate or gradually decline as collapsed 173	
(Figure 1A, 1B); 2) the justification for setting thresholds is often unclear or missing, and 174	
there is little numerical consistency between definitions (e.g., the percent decline from 175	
maximum historical biomass required to set a threshold varies from 1% to 25% 176	
[Supplementary Materials Table S1]); 3) definitions are related to study-specific reference 177	
values (e.g. maximum historical biomass), yet the arbitrary historical condition used as a 178	
reference point is often subject to data availability and what individual scientists perceive 179	
to be healthy fish stocks (59); 4) few definitions were formulated in a way that can account 180	
for life-history variation between stocks, which is an essential consideration for comparing 181	
status across fish stocks.  182	
 183	
The number of collapse definitions found in our literature review indicates that there is still 184	
no consensus regarding the choice of analytical approach used to reliably classify the status 185	
of a fish stock as collapsed. Our analysis shows that collapse definitions are highly sensitive 186	
to small changes in parameter values, such as the threshold level, and to the overall 187	
formulation of collapse definition. As an example, seven of the thirteen biomass-based 188	
definitions categorized the Irish cod stock as collapsed (Supplementary Materials Appendix 189	
A). Conversely, out of 20 stocks included in the analysis, only the Norwegian spring 190	
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spawning herring, Nothern cod (2J3KL) and North Sea autumn spawning herring stocks 191	
were classified as collapsed by all applicable definitions.  192	
 193	
The definition we propose views a collapse as an abrupt change to an undesired state. It 194	
consists of two sequential, interlinked criteria that capture the collapse process: an abrupt 195	
decline, and an ensuing period of prolonged depletion. Indicative of impaired production, 196	
prolonged depletion is an undesired state for a fish stock. Each criteria is defined as follows:  197	
 198	
1) Abrupt decline: a stock’s adult biomass declines by 70% within a maximum of three 199	
generations or 10 years. 200	
2) Prolonged depletion: the stock’s mean adult biomass over a succeeding generation 201	
remains below the 70% abrupt decline.  202	
 203	
Therefore, when applied to a time-series of adult biomass (spawning stock biomass, SSB), 204	
a stock has collapsed if an abrupt decline (1) is immediately (i.e., the year at the bottom of 205	
the decline is evaluated) followed by a prolonged depletion (2). For any year 𝑖, the mean 206	
biomass over a succeeding generation (𝐵#$ ) is simply a left-aligned average with an 207	
averaging window of one generation (n), 208	
 209	
𝐵#$ = &

'
∑ 𝐵)*+',&
)-* .  210	

 211	
If both criteria are met, a threshold TB is set at 0.3Bt, where Bt is the stock’s biomass at the 212	
beginning of the abrupt decline (Fig. 1C). Subsequently, all years following the abrupt 213	
decline are evaluated for prolonged depletion (criteria 2). If a year’s mean adult biomass 214	
over a succeeding generation is below or equal to the threshold (𝐵#$ ≤ 𝑇0), the stock remains 215	
in a collapsed state, whereas if it is above the threshold (𝐵#$ > 𝑇0), the stock is exhibiting 216	
potential recovery from the collapsed state (Fig. 1C). 217	
 218	
If an abrupt decline is not immediately followed by a prolonged depletion, we classify the 219	
event as a temporary fluctuation instead of a collapse (Fig. 1A) because the decline is 220	
temporary (i.e., less than a generation time, thus production is not impaired). If the timespan 221	
for a 70% decline is greater than a maximum of three generations or 10 years, the event is 222	
classifed as a “gradual depletion” because the decline is not abrupt (Fig 1B). Inclusion of 223	
the abrupt decline criteria links the definition to the common use of "collapse" as “a sudden, 224	
complete fall” in both ecology and semantics. This distinguishes it from a less severe 225	
"decline" (“becoming smaller, fewer or less”, 60, 61) by specification of a threshold and a 226	
temporal window within which the decline must occur (but see 62), thus ensuring the 227	
decline is both large and abrupt. Importantly, the use of temporal window negates the 228	
shifting baseline syndrome (59) because the reference biomass is not specified in advance 229	
(e.g., maximum historical biomass, which could be significantly affected by the length of 230	
the time series). For example, the West of Scotland cod stock fell below the 10% historical 231	
maximum total biomass threshold, but not below the equivalent 90% abrupt decline 232	
threshold (Supplementary Materials Appendix A). This is because a 90% decline is not 233	
recorded within three generations (or 10 years) of the historical maximum in 1981, so the 234	
maximum historical total biomass is an inappropriate baseline for considering this particular 235	
stock as collapsed. The exclusion of gradually depleting stocks may seem too cautionary, 236	
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but it draws from the quantitative values of IUCN (International Union for Conservation of 237	
Nature) criteria that are developed through wide consultation (63).  238	
 239	
Previous studies (56,64) have highlighted that IUCN’s decline-rate thresholds can 240	
contribute to the detection of fish stocks most in need of restoration measures due to 241	
negative associations between decline- and recovery-rates, and through the inclusion of 242	
intrinsic life-history traits (65). We focus on the 70% threshold, but tested all three IUCN 243	
threshold values, namely 70%, 80% and 90%, in our analyses. Although we focus on the 244	
70% threshold, the final threshold parameter should result from a scientific assessment 245	
recommending a particular global target, including policymakers’ views on what is 246	
realistically achievable, and with consideration of future ecosystem variation (66). Once a 247	
threshold is set, the baseline condition is defined in relation to the year at which the abrupt 248	
fall started. For instance, the Eastern Baltic Sea cod stock has collapsed in relation to its 249	
biomass in 1981 (Supplementary Materials Appendix A). The proposed definition is thus 250	
based on conservation thresholds, while consideration for recovery potential allows 251	
recognition of successful fisheries management. This aspect aims to unify the views of 252	
conservation science and fisheries science (16,67). 253	
 254	
To critically evaluate our definition, we compare it with the 20 existing definitions 255	
(Supplementary Materials Table S1) to a set of 20 marine fish stocks with diverse life-256	
histories and population dynamics (Figure 2 and Supplementary Materials Appendix A). 257	
The comparison illustrates that collapse events can be distinguished from natural 258	
fluctuations remarkably well by considering fish stock collapse as a multiphase process 259	
quantified with species/stock-specific generation times (Figures 1 and 2). For instance, 260	
Barents Sea capelin (Mallotus villosus) (Supplementary Materials Appendix A) is a 261	
naturally fluctuating stock classified as frequently collapsed according to many definitions, 262	
whereas our definition identifies collapse for only a small number of these years. For the 263	
80% and 90% thresholds, our definition categorises 13% and 4% of years as collapsed 264	
respectively, as opposed to the equivalent IUCN definitions which categorise 37% and 22% 265	
of years as collapsed. Figures 3 and 4 compares the performance of our definition to the 266	
existing collapse definitions across the 20 stocks. The proportion of collapses detected (with 267	
a 70% threshold) is higher with our process-based definition than with most existing 268	
definitions. Furthermore, our definition highlights that most of the collapsed stocks (12 out 269	
of 17) have potentially recovered, with some stocks even exceeding the baseline reference 270	
biomass. This agrees well with previous recovery assessments of many of the included 271	
stocks (68). 272	
 273	
DISCUSSION 274	
 275	
The proposed definition of collapse will help to avoid the scientific and socioeconomic 276	
conflicts that arise from contrasting status assessments, and aid in the allocation of limited 277	
management resources to the most severe cases. Distinguishing short-term fluctuations 278	
(cases where recruitment is not impaired) from severe collapses can only be made by taking 279	
into account the duration of the depletion state. The inclusion of prolonged depletion in the 280	
definition of collapse is of great significance because it indicates insufficient management 281	
measures, decreased ecosystem resilience, or that the causes that lead to the low recruitment 282	
persist (15,24,64,69). The inclusion of recovery potential enables the identification of fish 283	
stocks that are recovering from a collapsed state (69), meaning that "collapsed" is no longer 284	
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an appropriate classification because growth is positive. This is especially important in 285	
multispecies fisheries where classifying one species as collapsed (e.g., cod, North Sea) 286	
could restrict catches of other fisheries that catch the collapsed species as bycatch (e.g., 287	
haddock) (70). Furthermore, few previous definitions were formulated in terms of 288	
generation times (or any suitable proxy for population turnover), which ties stock dynamics 289	
to biological production and makes a definition robust and comparable to the diverse life 290	
histories of marine fishes (65). The downside of this approach is that a generation’s worth 291	
of data is required to evaluate any particular year for prolonged depletion. This requires 292	
stock-specific estimates of population turnover and also means that the final year(s) cannot 293	
be evaluated, but we still believe it is absolutely necessary to distinguish severe collapses 294	
from gradual declines and natural fluctuations. In general, data availability will constrain 295	
the number of stocks to which our definition is applicable. However, for a substantial set of 296	
socioeconomically important stocks, our definition offers the means to standardize 297	
collapsed status with consideration for the diverse life-histories of fishes. 298	
 299	
A limitation of our definition is that recovery potential is not considered in terms of possible 300	
changes in the geographical distribution of the stock (e.g., 71), or its age- or size-structure 301	
(c.f., 69). This choice was made because the inclusion of these aspects would involve higher 302	
data requirements, severely limiting the number of stocks that can be categorized. Also, the 303	
generation of collapse thresholds may be sensitive to interannual fluctuations in abundance 304	
due to environmental stochasticity and/or uncertainty in the estimates of abundance (72), 305	
for instance, spikes in biomass due to large recruitment events. Although time series 306	
smoothing would help to remove fluctuations, a more appropriate approach would be to 307	
implement the definition within a Bayesian framework to account for uncertainties in 308	
biomass estimates by generating a distributional threshold (see 72). Lastly, fish stock 309	
collapse definitions such as those discussed in this paper focus on species-level dynamics 310	
only, and exclude the ecosystem context. The inclusion of ecosystem-level signals could 311	
reveal additional important aspects of collapse and recovery dynamics (73,74). 312	
 313	
We suggest establishing a common fish stock collapse definition to build a foundation for 314	
interdisciplinary cooperation as well as a platform for the stringent communication of 315	
science and the state of natural resources. Sharing of scientific tools and common data 316	
interpretation between the disciplines could reduce differences between conservation 317	
scientists and fisheries scientists (67). Finally, avoiding sensationalism (alarmist narratives) 318	
is important for a scientific topic of high interest for a wide audience. Carefully chosen 319	
narratives may generate greater probability of meaningful action, an example of which is 320	
Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring narrative (21). Still, science vocabulary should be based on 321	
the contents of the findings rather than the marketability of the findings (20). Our definition 322	
can help limit alarmist collapse narratives in science and public media to those cases where 323	
fish stock declines actually imply severe risks for fish production and ecosystem 324	
functioning. Whilst robust, standardized classifications of stock collapses also prevents 325	
scenarios thatunderestimate the severity of the degraded state of a stock, and thus 326	
continuing with "business as usual" harvesting strategies.  327	
 328	
CONCLUSIONS 329	
 330	
The past two decades have witnessed considerable scientific debate regarding the state of 331	
the world’s fish stocks and the occurrence rate of collapses. Here, we have showed that 332	
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numerous definitions exist to determine whether a fish stock has collapsed, and suggest that 333	
the lack of a unified definition has led to contrasting views on the state of fish stocks. We 334	
provide an operational definition of fish stock collapse that is based on life history and time 335	
series data. We demonstrate that our definition can be used to assess the status of diverse 336	
commercially important fish stocks, helping to reconcile contrasting views about the global 337	
state of fish stocks, and providing guidance on prioritizing scientific efforts and policy 338	
solutions to secure sustainable fisheries. Using the proposed definition in a scientifically 339	
consistent way will promote the clear and accurate communication necessary for science to 340	
affect fisheries policies. With robust definitions and careful interpretation of findings, co-341	
operation across disciplines can be achieved to secure healthy fish stocks. 342	

 343	
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FIGURES 551	
 552	

 553	
Figure 1. Three different collapse criteria (columns i, ii and iii) are applied to three 554	
hypothetical stocks (rows A, B and C) to demonstrate how the formulation of a collapse 555	
criteria can result in misleading classifications of a stock’s state. Stock A fluctuates in a 556	
cyclic manner, stock B gradually depletes over a long period of time, stock C rapidly 557	
declines and exhibits prolonged depletion following the decline. The first definition (i) 558	
classifies a year as collapsed if a 70% decline occurs within three generations (i.e., it 559	
captures an abrupt decline). This can misclassify stocks with cyclic dynamics (i, A) because 560	
there is no consideration of prolonged depletion. The second definition (ii) classifies a year 561	
as collapsed if the stock’s biomass falls below 30% of the historical maximum (Bmax). This 562	
definition misclassifies a stock that gradually depletes (B, ii) because the rate of decline is 563	
not considered, and it misclassifies a stock with cyclic dynamics (A, ii) because it does not 564	
consider prolonged depletion. The proposed definition (iii) classifies a stock as collapsed if 565	
a decline of 70% within 3 generations is immediately followed by a period of prolonged 566	
depletion where biomass remains below the threshold for a generation. By considering the 567	
abrupt decline and prolonged depletion as an interlinked process, the proposed definition 568	
can filter out natural fluctuations (A, iii) and gradual depletions (B, iii) from more drastic 569	
collapses (C, iii).  570	
 571	
 572	
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 573	
 574	
Figure 2. Fish stocks included in the study. The selected stocks capture a diverse array of 575	
population dynamic trends and life-histories, chosen for testing the collapse definition on a 576	
variety of fish stock dynamics. The units on the y-axis of the time series graphs are 100,000 577	
metric tonnes; see Figure 1 for colour legend. See Supplementary Materials Appendix A 578	
for more detailed stock graphs. The following abbreviations are used. W: west, E: east, NE: 579	
northeast, and for the stocks: North Sea herring: North Sea autumn spawning herring, W 580	
Scotland saithe: North Sea, Rockall and West Scotland, Skagerrak and Kattegat saithe, 581	
North Sea cod: North Sea, Eastern English Channel, Skagerrak cod, Norwegian herring: 582	
Norwegian spring-spawning herring, W English ch cod: Western English Channel and 583	
Southern Celtic Sea cod. West Greenland cod graph is in this figure based on total biomass 584	
data due to lack of SSB data.  585	
 586	
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 587	
Figure 3. Summary of the analysis results showing the number of collapse definitions that 588	
classify stocks as collapsed vs non-collapsed. The lengths of the bars next to each stock 589	
indicate the number of existing definitions that were applicable (ranging from 6 to 18 590	
definitions due to the various data needs of the different definitions). The dots at the ends 591	
of the bars show the status of each stock using our new proposed definition with 70% 592	
threshold: no dot indicates that the stock has not been classified as collapsed; a red dot 593	
indicates the stock has collapsed; a subsequent yellow dot indicates a potentially recovered 594	
stock. NE: northeast, EEC: Eastern English Channel, W: western.  595	
 596	

 597	
Figure 4. Summary of the analysis results showing the effect of diverse thresholds on the 598	
classification of stocks according to the latest data. Numbers inside the bars indicate the 599	
number of stocks in each classification. Potentially recovered ("Pot. recovered") stocks 600	
are additional to the collapsed stocks, i.e. if a stock is classified as "potentially recovered", 601	
it has collapsed in the past but has potentially recovered from this state at present.  602	
 603	
 604	
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